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It’s time to think the type of publisher you want and this is such a fun and exciting

step! Its something you want to give some thought to and after this module you

will be more educated on which publishing route to go: Basically, you need to

choose either a traditional publisher or an ebook publisher. Generally, the latter

means self-publishing, though it doesn’t have to. More and more traditional

publishers are now changing to electronic publishing.

Generally, you need to decide whether you are going to self-publish or find a print

publisher. There are advantages and disadvantages to each type.

Even if you think you’ve decided which route to take, it’s beneficial to know as

much about each of the two types so you can make a more informed decision.

Because of this, you also should learn how to prepare for either type. After

researching both traditional and ebook publishers and learning as much about them

as you can or want to, you may decide to change your mind about which to choose.

This may be the case, as well, after you publish your first book and find you should

have chosen a different option that better fits your own needs.

It sometimes happens that traditional presses take books that already have been

published online at e-pub sites. Unlike traditional presses, e-publishers generally

don’t demand exclusive rights.

Amazon Kindle does provide the option of exclusive contracts, but they have time

limits so you can post your work on a variety of e-pub sites at the same time or

even sell your work to a traditional press. The advantage of the exclusive contract

is that you receive royalties from people who read the book or parts of it before

they buy it or even if they don’t buy it.
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Let’s look at both types of publishing, one at a time.

1. Self Publishing or Electronic Publishing

You can publish your own work via a number of Internet sites. More often, this

involves ebooks, though sites like Amazon allow you to do both electronic

publishing and print publication. However, the latter is different from printed

books from a traditional press. It’s called print on demand (or POD), which

means exactly what it says. When someone orders a book, it’s then printed and

sent to that person. There are no press runs as there are with traditional

publishers. That way you aren’t stuck with a garage full of printed copies that are

slowly turning brown with age.

The benefits for self publishing include: you keep the profits entirely, you can

publish as you want, when you want and you can leverage your business this way

The negative sides to self publishing are that you have to pay all publishing costs

and you have to do all of your own PR. Many people start with self publishing to

get started though, and it was my personal choice for my first book.

* If you decide to go with self publishing be sure to really research customer

service quality of the company and read and re-read the details in the contract!
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Publishing Options

There are many ebook publishers, which you can investigate. All you have to do is

search for “List of ebook publishers.” One helpful site, for instance, is “Which E-

Book Publisher Is Right for You?” This also depends on where you live and you

need to make sure the company fees are appropriate for your location.

The most common self publishing sites are: Create Space (USA) and Ingram Sparks

(Canada) and both are very good options for someone who is publishing for the

first time. It is strongly recommended to research the difference between the two

because depending where you live the distribution costs will vary. Create Space

has become the most popular but being in Canada, Ingram Sparks made more

sense for me in terms of cost and I had a fantastic experience with them!

* This site does a great comparison of the two:

https://kindlepreneur.com/ingramspark-vs-createspa...

Why Self-Publishing

Self-publishing used to be called “vanity” publishing, which implies that the quality

of the writing wasn’t very good. And this often was the case. And vanity presses

often took advantage of would-be writers—overcharging them, promising ads that

turned out to be far less than the writer expected, and then printing up

unattractive book that were small in number. This type of press is still hanging

around. But do not under any circumstances consider using one of them.
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Such publishing had a bad reputation, so that self-publishers began figuring out

how to do their own designing and printing without using a middle man. Still, this

sort of book often was looked down upon, though some turned out to be quite

successful.

Then during the last few years, the ebook market became explosive. Some well-

known authors began self-publishing, other previously unknown writers became

highly successful. This has been a recent phenomenon so that now self-publishing

has become much more widely accepted, and publishing your own book definitely

is no longer the death sentence it used to be. In fact, it’s just the opposite.

Advantages of Self-publishing

1. First, you are guaranteed publication. You don’t have to go through the long

process of seeking out a traditional publisher, which involves doing a query letter, a

proposal, and sample chapters.

2. Your book will be published just the way you want it without any changes you

don’t like and with your own cover art and illustrations.

3. As mentioned earlier, you’re free to then sell your book to a traditional press

without have to worry about giving up exclusive rights to the work.

4. You will own your book outright; a traditional publisher will own the book once

you sign a contract.

5. E-book publishing is a lot faster. Whereas you may have to wait months to see a

copy of your printed book from a traditional press, an ebook can be published

within a day or two.
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6. You receive royalties more often. Traditional presses usually pay only once or

twice a year. E-publishers sometimes pay every month, every two months, or

quarterly.

7. It’s easy to revise, to change covers and illustrations, or even to change the title

after the book is first published. And you can do this as often as you like. All it costs

is a short delay, usually no more than twenty-four hours, while the changes are

made.

8. You receive a higher percentage of royalties—up to seventy percent.

9. You have a longer “shelf life.” That is your book remains “active” and is not made

unavailable after a certain time period—as, for instance, are some romance novels

that have a shelf life of one month.

10. You can be sure your book is promoted since you do it yourself.

11. The sites provide help in uploading your work.

12. You can have your cover designed so it appears exactly the way you want it,

includes soft cover and children's books.

13. You can choose what goes on the back cover—blurbs, testimonials, your photo,

and your bio. If you’re unsure about what to include, look at various e-books online

and see what they’ve done.
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Disadvantages of Self-Publishing

1. You have to pay for everything. While the publishing (uploading) cost itself is

small or nonexistent, there can be many other things you have to pay for.

2. You may want to hire a professional editor. If you use illustrations, you may have

to hire either an artist or a photographer or maybe both. It’s also a good idea to

hire a cover designer. You also may need to pay to have the book formatted. Yes,

e-publishers will tell you how to do it yourself, but you will probably want a more

professional-looking product. Doing an ebook can be very expensive.

3. Self-publication involves much more work and many tasks that traditional

publishing does not. With epublishing you have to do everything yourself—except

for the jobs you hire out. But no matter what, you’re responsible for the finished

product.

4. While you do receive a much higher royalty rate, very few ebook authors make

much money. Less than ten percent earn a good living, and most, in fact, rarely

recoup what they spent to publish the book. Of course, there’s always the chance

your book will take off. That, of course, depends on trends and on what you do to

promote the book.

5. You won’t receive an advance which you usually receive with a traditional press.

6. You will be competing with millions of other books for the readers’ attention.

7. Most bookstores flat out refuse to carry self-published books.
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Traditional Publishing

You have a lot more to do in getting ready to publish your own book, but finding an

agent or a press that will publish your book can be a long and frustrating process.

(We will discuss this in the next module)

However, there is a great deal of online help to point you in the right direction.

We’ll get to all that later.

Advantages

1. After your book is accepted, you have no more work you have to do—though

you may want to help promote the book by booking your own tours or scheduling

readings at bookstores in your area.

2. Traditional publishers most often have much larger distribution and could

potentially put you in front of people

3. Traditional publishers generally have more money for an advertising campaign,

which may take many different forms—print and electronic advertising, flyers and

other printed material, and sometimes setting up interviews, arranging launch

parties, etc.

4. They generally can spend more on cover design and overall book production.

5. They cover all up front costs
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Disadvantages

1. It usually takes months for a book to be published- and if you have to wait to

pitch, it can take 2-3 years.

2. Generally, a traditionally published book sells for a higher price than an ebook.

This is great if your book is a best seller. But fewer people will buy it if the price

is high.

3. The larger publishers concentrate only on a few books each season and let the

others languish with little in the way of promotion.

4. You receive royalties less often—usually every six or twelve months, and make

less

5. Print books generally have a much shorter shelf life than ebooks, though that

depends to a great degree on the type of book.

6. Printed books are much harder to change or revise because of the high cost of

production and print runs.

7. The author is rarely involved in any decision-making about the book, therefore

you can loose creative control.
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Options for Traditional Publishing:

The three most common in North America are the following:

Balboa Press

Packages Only

Can buy books at bulk

More tricky to make book changes

Includes: soft cover, hard cover, childrens and e-books �

Book Baby

You keep Royalties

Very large book distribution available

Other Options:

LULU.com

Blurb.com

I-universe

Authorhouse

InfinityPublishing
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Action Steps

1. Research e-publishers online. Compare and contrast differences. Try to decide

those that would be best for you. Each has advantages and disadvantages. Some,

for instance, provide much more help with uploading the books than others do.

Consider where you live.

2. Do internet searches for traditional publishers. Concentrate on those that

publish the sort of book you’re writing.

3. Make your own list below of pros and cons for methods of publishing your book.
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Pro’s:

Con’s:
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1. Decide whether you lean toward e-publishing or traditional publishing.

2. Begin to research those who can help you if you choose self-publishing—artists,

photographers, cover designers, etc.

List them in the space below:
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Notes:



Notes:


